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Residential AV Project 

Project 
ACI Integrated solutions were approached by a client 

building a substantial high end home extension to design and 

install an integrated AV and lighting system. The property 

being extended over three levels had to include a centralised 

system with multiple TV points, Audio throughout the home 

and a fully functional home cinema.  

As well as an AV system and home cinema, an intelligent 

lighting system with pre-configured scene settings had to be 

designed that could utilise traditional electrical wiring.   

Client Comments: 

“We were recommended to ACI Integrated Solutions by a neighbour. The team were quick to understand our AV requirement and 

identify an all-encompassing solution (with the added benefit of flexibility for future additions to the system) at a significant cost 

saving from previously obtained quotes. The team were both courteous to ourselves, and importantly worked in partnership with our 

builder. They delivered on time and budget. Billing was transparent, and any changes to specification (at our request) was priced 

promptly and agreed with us before fitting. I would strongly recommend the appointment of ACI Integrated Solutions for an educated, 

reliable and reasonably priced solution to any residential AV requirement.” 

Solution 
ACI Integrated Solutions designed the system around a Crestron home automation system, including intelligent lighting, dedicated 

home cinema as well as audio and video throughout the home. Wireless Crestron keypads replaced existing light switch locations 

to provide greater functionality and overall scene control. Global off commands ensure all lights are off when required. The system 

constantly learns and records all lighting activity and at the press of a button will replay the last two weeks activity indefinitely, 

giving the illusion of the house being inhabited.   

 

• SY Electronics HD BaseT Video Distribution 

• Crestron Lighting Solution 

• Dedicated Cinema  

• Multi-room Audio 

• Crestron Home Automation 

 

For entertainment, 2 Virgin boxes, a 3D blu ray player and Apple TV were piped round the home using HD BaseT matrix from SY 

Electronics. This allows for uncompressed HD signals and audio to be sent over a single Cat6 cable to each TV and the cinema. 

All TV and cinema remotes were replaced with simple intuitive Crestron RF handsets. Multi room audio was delivered though 

Crestron in ceiling speakers giving the ability to listen to multiple streams in any location. The purpose built home cinema was 

installed using 106” fixed frame acoustic screen and Epson cinema projector, 5.1 Audio was delivered through Tannoy custom in 

wall speakers driven by a Yamaha amplifier. 

  


